The Flag of Japan (1870-1945) Land of the Rising Sun

With 20-20 hindsight, we see that Humility and acceptance of reality – the foundations of
democracy, science and religion – were the main losers of WWII: False pride defeated
reverence for truth, God and human dignity, depriving the human race of benefits Aston
[1] had promised in the last paragraph of his 1922 Nobel Prize Lecture: "The human
race will have at its command powers beyond the dreams of scientific fiction" !
On viewing Hiroshima’s ruins in August 1945, Kuroda [2] showed great respect, insight,
even reverence for energy (E) in cores of the uranium atoms that destroyed Hiroshima:
“The sight before my eyes was just like the end of the world, but I also felt that
the beginning of the world may have been just like this” [reference 2, p. 2].
Subsequent precise experimental data and observations confirmed Kuroda's 1945 insight
[2], but the powerful solar energy rays were removed from Japan's oldest national flag [4]
and textbooks of stellar and nuclear physics were falsified [3] after WWII. The Emperor
of Japan had long been considered a direct descendent of the Sun goddess, Amaterasu [5]
Rays of energy manifesting the Sun's vibrant, pulsar core are a reminder of the forces that
birthed and still control the solar system [3], perhaps the source of Om [6], the primordial
sound in Hinduism and Buddhism, or the "conscious and intelligent Mind" Max Planck
[7] assumed behind the vibrations of each atom the Sun produced, perhaps even the
source of conscious awareness in the biological systems [8, 9] the Sun sustains today.
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